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Abstract. In previous work, I verified a SAT solver with dedicated imperative data structures, including the two-watched-literal scheme. In
this paper, I extend this formalization with four additional optimizations.
The approach is still based on refining an abstract calculus to a deterministic program. In turn, an imperative version is synthesized from the
latter, which is then exported to Standard ML. The first optimization
is the extension with blocking literals. Then, the memory management
is improved in order to implement the heuristics necessary to implement
search restart and forget, which were subsequently implemented. This
required changes to the abstract calculus. Finally, the solver uses machine words until they overflow before switching to unbounded integers.
Performance has improved and is now closer to MiniSAT without preprocessing.
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Introduction

SAT solvers are highly optimized programs full of tricks. This makes them an
interesting case study for verification, both for the calculi and the data structures
involved. Since SAT solvers are a prototypical example of highly optimized
programs, it is interesting to see to what extent verification is feasible.
A common approach to increasing the trustworthiness of SAT solvers is to
make them return independently verifiable proofs that certify the correctness
of their answers. Such proofs were successfully produced by tools that solved
long-standing open problems such as the Pythagorean Triples Problem [20] or
Schur Number Five [19]. However, the production of proofs does not provide
total correctness guarantees: Although a correct proof guarantees that a solver
produced a correct result, it is not guaranteed that the solver will be able to
produce a proof in the first place. Moreover, proof checkers and SAT solvers
share similar techniques and data structures. They, thus, face similar efficiency
challenges, and the techniques presented here are applicable to checkers too.
In previous work with Blanchette, Lammich, and Weidenbach, I developed
a SAT solver, called IsaSAT [9], which I verified in Isabelle [34]. The first functional implementation, IsaSAT-0, could not solve any problem on a collection of
problems from the SAT competitions. To improve performance, I extended IsaSAT with watched literals [15]. The resulting version, IsaSAT-17, could solve 390

problems. Watched literals are a well-known optimization [24] but there is more
to a modern SAT solver. In this article, I present four additional optimizations.
IsaSAT is specified using stepwise refinement, starting from a non-deterministic transition system [9] that is refined [15] in several steps using the Isabelle
Refinement Framework [27–29]. Each layer refines and restricts the possible behavior until the program is fully deterministic. After that, Sepref [28] synthesizes
an imperative version of the functions which can be exported to Haskell, OCaml,
Scala, or Standard ML by Isabelle’s code generator. Each layer also inherits
properties from previous layers; for example, termination of the executable solver
is derived from the termination of the initial transition system (Section 3).
Because some idioms made the proofs hard to maintain and slow to process,
I first refactored the Isabelle formalization (Section 4). The first optimization
is the use of blocking literals [12] to improve Boolean constraint propagation
(Section 5). The idea is to cache a literal for each clause—if the literal is true in
the current partial model of the solver, the clause can be ignored (saving a likely
cache miss by not accessing the clause).
To avoid focusing on hard parts of the search space, the search of a SAT
solver is heuristically restarted and the search direction changed. Clauses that
are deemed useless are also forgotten. However, the standard heuristics rely on
the presence of meta-information in clauses that can be efficiently accessed. To
make this possible, I redesigned the clause representation, which also allowed me
to implement the position saving [16] heuristic (Section 6). Extending the SAT
solver with restart and forget required the extension of the calculus with watched
literals: Both behaviors were already present in my abstract calculus but were
not implemented in the next refinement step. Heuristics are critical and easy to
verify, but hard to implement in a way that improves performance (Section 7).
Using machine integers instead of unbounded integers is another useful optimization. The new IsaSAT thus uses machine integers until the numbers don’t
fit in them anymore, in which case unbounded integers are used to maintain
completeness (theoretically, IsaSAT could have to learn more than 264 clauses
before reaching the conclusion, which would overflow clause counters). The code
is duplicated in the solver but specified only once (Section 8).
I analyze the importance of the different features and compare IsaSAT with
state-of-the-art solvers (Section 9). Even though the new features improve IsaSAT
significantly, much more work is required to match the best unverified solvers.
The formalization is available online3 and is part of the Isabelle Formalization
of Logic (IsaFoL) effort [3]. The results presented here were briefly mentioned in
Blanchette’s invited talk at CPP 2019 [7, Section 3].

2

The Isabelle Refinement Framework

The Isabelle Refinement Framework is at the center of my approach. Several
refinement layers are used and each layer inherits properties from previous steps.
Each step can change data structures and restrict the behavior of the program.
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The framework allows me to express programs in a non-determinism monad.
A program can either fail if any execution fails (FAIL); otherwise it returns a
set of all possible results (RES X where any element of X is a possible outcome).
RETURN x is a special case that returns the single value x; i.e., RES {x}. The
bind function bind m f applies f to every outcome of m and is most of the time
written with the Haskell-style ‘do’ notation do {a ← m; f a}. Then higher-level
constructs are defined such as ‘while’ loops.
The framework provides a way to express refinement relations between two
programs. First, a program can restrict the behavior of another program. The
framework provides a partial order ≤ such that RES X ≤ RES Y if and only if
X ⊆ Y and FAIL is the top element (for all programs r, r ≤ FAIL). Second,
data structures can also be refined. Given a relation R, g ≤ ⇓R f means that
every outcome of g is also an outcome of f up to conversion by R. To reason
on program refinement, the framework provides tactics that heuristically map
or align one instruction of the refined program to one instruction of the refining
one; for example, they can align RETURN x and RES X, yielding the goal x ∈ X.
Finally, the framework provides the Sepref tool [28], which can synthesize a
deterministic program with imperative data structures in Imperative HOL [10]
from a non-deterministic program. For example, it can refine lists to arrays if all
accesses are proven valid. Once synthesized, Isabelle’s code generator [18] can
be used to export the code to Haskell, OCaml, Scala, and Standard ML.
Code generation in Isabelle is built around a mapping from Imperative HOL
operations to concrete code in the target language. This mapping is composed
of code equations translating code and the correctness of the mapping cannot be
verified in Isabelle. For example, accessing the n-th element of an Imperative
HOL array is mapped to accessing the n-th elements of the target language (e.g.,
Array.sub in Standard ML). These equations are the trusted code base.

3

IsaSAT

The IsaSAT solver, which this work extends, is organized in several refinement
layers. Each one restricts the behavior or refines the data structures.
The most abstract layer [9], called CDCL, describes a conflict-driven clause
learning (CDCL) transition system with dedicated transitions for restarts and
forget. CDCL builds a candidate model, called the trail or M . Each time a
clause is not satisfied by the trail, CDCL analyzes the clause to adapt the trail.
The second layer is a non-determinism transition system, called TWL, for two
watched literals, and is expressed using an inductive predicate. It is connected
to the previous calculus but restricts the behavior by forbidding restarts and
forgets. Each clause has two literals called watched ; the others are unwatched.
The calculus operates on states (M, N, U, D, NP , UP , WS , Q), where M is the
trail; N and U are the set of clauses of length greater than one; D is the conflict
that is analyzed or >; NP and UP are sets of clauses of length one; WS is a
multiset of pairs (L, C) in the clause C ∈ N + U such that L is a literal watched;
Q is a multiset of literals. The SAT solver must visit each clause once after one
3

of its watched literal has been set, i.e. the clause C in (L, C) of WS . Each
visit results in either a change of one watched literal in order to maintain the
two-watched-literal invariant or no change. The Ignore rule describes the latter:
Ignore (M, N, U, >, NP , UP , {(L, C)} ] WS , Q) =⇒TWL (M, N, U, >, NP , UP ,
WS , Q) if L0 ∈ watched C and L0 ∈ M .
Informally, if the other watched literal L0 is true, then no change of the watched
literals of the clause C is required.
The third layer, called Algo, is expressed using the non-determinism monad
of the Refinement Framework. Compared with TWL„ the non-deterministic
program fixes the order of rules, restricting its behavior.
In the first three layers, clauses are represented by multisets. In the fourth
layer, called List, clauses become lists that are accessed by indices. This layer
mostly features invariants stating that accesses using indices are in bounds. In
the fifth layer, called WList, watch lists are added. They keep a mapping from
a literal to all the clauses that are watching it. This mapping is critical for
performance (recalculating them when required is too costly), but it is easier to
introduce watch lists separately. In previous refinement steps, the mapping was
recalculated when required. In a sixth layer, we add some additional invariants.
All heuristics are defined in the seventh and last layer, called Heur, leading to
fully deterministic functions. Sepref is used to synthesize an imperative version
of the code. Following the DIMACS format used in the SAT Competition, the
generated code uses 32-bit machine words for the literals. Finally, Isabelle’s code
generator is used to export code in Standard ML, where it is combined with a
trusted parser to get an executable program. IsaSAT is correct:
Theorem 1 (End-to-End Correctness) If the literals in the input clauses fit
in 32-bits and the input clauses do no contain duplicate literals, then IsaSAT
returns a model if its input is satisfiable, or none if it is unsatisfiable.

4

Refactoring IsaSAT

The optimizations require changes in the proofs and in the code. My first step
is a refactoring to simplify maintenance and writing of proofs.
Proof Style. The original and most low-level proof style is the apply script: It is
a forward style and each tactic creates subgoals. It is ideal for proof exploration
and simple proofs. It is, however, hard to maintain. A more readable style
states explicit statements of properties in Isar [42]. The styles can be combined:
each intermediate step can be recursively justified by apply scripts or Isar. For
robustness, I use Isar where possible.
The tactics aligning goals are inherently apply style, but I prefer Isar. I will
show the difference on the example of the refinement of PCUIAlgo (Figure 1a)
by PCUIList (Figure 1b). Assume the arguments of the function are related by
4

definition PCUIAlgo where
PCUIAlgo LC S = do {
let (L, C) = LC ;
L0 ← RES (watched C − {L});
if L0 ∈ trailList S then
RETURN S
else . . .
}

definition PCUIWList where
PCUIList LC S = do {
let (L, C) = LC ;
L0 ← RES (watched C − {L});
if L0 ∈ trailList S then
RETURN S
else . . .
}

(a) Ignore rule after refactoring

(b) Ignore rule after refactoring

Fig. 1. Comparison of the code of Ignore rule in Algo before and after refactoring

the relation ((LC , S), (LC 0 , S 0 )) ∈ Rstate . The first two goals stemming from
aligning PCUIAlgo with PCUIList are
∀L0 L C C 0 . ((LC , S), (LC 0 , S 0 )) ∈ Rstate ∧ LC = (L, C) ∧ LC 0 = (L0 , C 0 ) →
(LC , LC 0 ) ∈ Rwatched

(1)

∀L0 L C C 0 . ((LC , S), (LC 0 , S 0 )) ∈ Rstate ∧ LC = (L, C) ∧ LC 0 = (L0 , C 0 )
∧ (LC , LC 0 ) ∈ Rwatched →
RES (watched C − {L}) ≤⇓ Rother watched (RES (watched C 0 − {L0 }))

(2)

where equation (1) relates the two lets, equation (2) the two RES, and the
relations Rwatched and Rother watched are two schematic variables that have to be
instantiated during the proof (e.g., by the identity). Although I strive to use
sensible variable names, they are lost when aligning the programs, making the
goals harder to understand.
A slightly modified version of Haftmann’s explore tool [17] transforms the
goals into Isar statements. The workflow to use it is the following. First, use
Sepref’s tactic to align two programs. Then, explore prints the structured
statements. Finally, those statements can be inserted in the theory, before the
goal. Figure 2a shows the output: equations (1) and (2) corresponds to the
two have statements, where have R x if P x and Q x for x stands for the
unstructured goal ∀x. (P x ∧ Q x −
→ R x). Each goal can be named and used to
solve one proof obligations arising from the alignment of the two programs.
explore does not change the goals and hence, variables and assumptions
are not shared between proof steps, leading to duplication across goals. I later
expanded the explore to preprocess the goals before printing them: It uses
contexts (Figure 2b) that introduces blocks sharing variables and assumptions.
These proofs are now faster to check and write and minor changes are easier to
do. There is no formal link between the statements and the goal obligations: If
the goal obligations changes, the Isar statements have to be updated by hand.
After big changes in the refined functions, it can be easier to regenerate the
new statements, re-add them to the theory, and reprove them than to adapt the
5

have (LC , LC 0 ) ∈ Rwatched
if LC = (L, C) and LC 0 = (L0 , C 0 )
and ((LC , S), (LC 0 , S 0 )) ∈ Rstate
for L0 L C C 0
sorry
have RES (watched C − {L})
≤⇓ Rother watched
(RES (watched C 0 − {L0 })
if (LC , LC 0 ) ∈ Rwatched and
LC = (L, C) and LC 0 = (L0 , C 0 )
and ((LC, S), (LS 0 , S 0 )) ∈ Rstate
for L0 L C C 0 C C 0
sorry

context
fixes L0 L C C 0 C C 0
assumes ((LC , S), (LC 0 , S 0 )) ∈ Rstate
and LC = (L, C) and
LC 0 = (L0 , C 0 )
begin
lemma (LC , LC 0 ) ∈ Rwatched
sorry
lemma RES (watched C − {L})
≤⇓ Rother watched
(RES (watched C 0 − {L0 }))
sorry
end

(a) Proof as generated by explore: no (b) Proof with contexts as generated
explore_context, with sharing.
sharing of assumptions and variables
Fig. 2. Different ways of writing the proof that PCUIList from Figure 1a refines PCUIAlgo

old one. Thanksfully, this only happens a few times, usually when significantly
changing the function anyway, which also significantly changes the proof.
Heuristics and Data Structures. At first, the implementation of heuristics
and optimized data structures was carried out in three steps:
1. use specification and abstract data structure in Heur (e.g., the conflict clause
is an optional multiset);
2. map the operations on abstract to concrete functions (e.g., the function converting a clause to a conflict clause is refined to a specific function converting
a clause to a lookup table);
3. discharge the preconditions from step 2 with Sepref (e.g., no duplicate literal).
In principle, if step 2 is changed, Sepref can synthesize a new version of the code
without other changes, making it easy to generate several versions to compare
heuristics and data structures. However, in practice, this never happens because
optimizing code further always requires stronger invariants, requiring to change
the proofs for step 3. Moreover, Sepref’s failures to discharge preconditions are
tedious to debug. To address this, I switched to a different approach:
10 . introduce the heuristics and data structures in Heur (e.g., the conflict is a
lookup table);
20 . add assertions for preconditions on code generation to Heur.
The theorems used to prove steps 2 are now used during the refinement to Heur.
Sepref is also faster since the proofs of 20 are now trivial. In one extreme case,
Sepref took 24 minutes before failing with the old approach. After identifying the
error, the solution was to add another theorem, recall Sepref, and wait. Thanks
to this simpler approach and the entire-state based refinement, Sepref now takes
only 16 s to synthesize the code (or fail).
6
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Adding Blocking Literals

Blocking literals [12] are an extension of the two-watched-literal scheme and are
composed of two parts: a relaxed invariant and the caching of a literal. Most
SAT solvers implement both aspects. Blocking literals reduce the number of
memory accesses (and, therefore, of cache misses).
Invariant. IsaSAT-17’s version of the two-watched-literal scheme is inspired by
MiniSAT 1.13. The key invariant is the following [15]:
A watched literal can be false only if the other watched literal is true or all
the unwatched literals are false.
I now relax the condition by replacing “the other watched literal” by “any other
literal”. This weaker version means that there are fewer changes to the watched
literals to do: If there is a true literal, no change is required. Accordingly, the
side conditions of the Ignore rule of TWL can be relaxed from L0 ∈ watched C to
L0 ∈ C. Adapting the proof of correctness was relatively easy. The proofs are
easy to fix (after adding some key lemmas) thanks to Sledgehammer [8], a tool
that uses automatic theorem provers to find proofs.
The generalized Ignore rule is refined to the non-determinism monad (Figure 3a). Since the calculus has only been generalized, no change in the refinement
would have been necessary. In the code, the rule can be applied in three different
ways: Either L0 , the other watched literal L00 , or another literal from the clause is
true (the last case is not shown in Figure 3). Any literal (even the false watched
literal L) can be chosen for L0 .

definition PCUIAlgo where
PCUIAlgo LC S = do {
let (L, C) = LC ;
L0 ← RES {L0 | L0 ∈ C};
if L0 ∈ trail S then
RETURN S
else do {
L00 ← RES (watched C − {L});
if L00 ∈ trail S then
RETURN S
else . . .
}
}

definition PCUIWList where
PCUIWList L i S = do {
let (L0 , C) = watch_list_at S L i;
let L0 = L0 ;
if L0 ∈ trail S then
RETURN S
else do {
L00 ← RES (watched C − {L});
if L00 ∈ trail S then
RETURN S
else . . .
}
}

(a) Ignore part of the PCUIAlgo in Algo with (b) Ignore in WList with watch lists and
blocking literals
blocking literals
Fig. 3. Refinement of the rule Ignore with blocking literals from Algo to WList
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Caching of a literal. Most SAT solvers contain an second part: When visiting
a clause, it is often sufficient to visit a single literal [37]. Therefore, to avoid
a likely cache miss, a literal per clause, called blocking literal, is cached in the
watch lists. If it is true, no additional work is required; otherwise, the clause is
visited: If a true literal is found, this literal is elected as new blocking literal,
requiring no update of the watch lists.
In the refinement step WList, the choice is fixed to the cached literal from
the watch list (Figure 3b). The identity “let L0 = L0 ;” helps the tactics of the
Refinement Framework to recognize L0 as the choice for RES {L0 | L0 ∈ C}, i.e.
yielding the goal obligation L0 ∈ RES {L0 | L0 ∈ C}.
IsaSAT’s invariant on the blocking literal forces the blocking literal to be
different from the associated watch literal (corresponding to the condition L 6= L0
in Figure 3). This is not necessary for correctness but offers better performance
(since L is always false) and enables special handling of binary clauses: No
memory access is necessary to know the content of the clause. IsaSAT’s watched
lists contain an additional Boolean indicating whether the clause is binary.

6

Improving Memory Management

The representation of clauses and their metadata used for heuristics is crucial
for the performance of SAT solvers. Most solvers use two ideas: First, they keep
the metadata and clauses together. For example, MiniSAT puts the metadata
before the clause. The second idea is that memory allocation puts clauses one
after the other in memory to improve locality.
However, none of these two tricks can be directly obtained by refinement and
Isabelle offers no control over the memory allocator. Therefore, I implemented
both optimizations at once, similarly to the implementation in CaDiCaL [4]. The
implementation uses a large array, the arena, to allocate each clause one after
the other, with the metadata before the clauses (Figure 4): The lengths (here 4
and 5) precede the clause. Whereas the specifications allow the representation
to contain holes between clauses, the concrete implementation avoids it.
In IsaSAT-17, the clauses were a list of clauses, each one being a list of
literals (both list being refined to arrays). This representation could not be
refined to an arena. Moreover, it was not compatible with removing clauses
without shifting the positions. For example, if the first clause was removed from
the list [A ∨ B ∨ C; ¬A ∨ ¬B ∨ C ∨ D], then the position of the second clause
changed. This was a problem as the indices are used in the trail. Therefore, I first
changed the representation from a list of lists to a mapping from natural numbers

init

3

A

B

C

learn

4

¬A

¬B

C

D

Fig. 4. Example of arena module with two clauses A ∨ B ∨ C (initial clause, ‘init’) and
¬A ∨ ¬B ∨ C ∨ D (learned clause, ‘learn’)
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to clauses. Then, every element of the domain was mapped to a clause in the
arena with the same index (for example, in Figure 4, the clause 2 is A ∨ B ∨ C;
7 is ¬A ∨ ¬B ∨ C ∨ D; there are no other clauses).
Introducing arenas requires some subtle changes to the existing code base.
First, the arena contains natural numbers (clause length) and literals (clause
content). Therefore, I use a datatype (as a tagged union) that contains either a
literal or a natural number. Both types are refined to the same type, a 32-bits
word and the datatype is removed when synthesizing code. An invariant on
the whole arena describes its content. Moreover, because literals are refined to
32-bit machine words, the length has to fit in 32 bits. However, as the input
problems can contain at most 216 different atoms and duplicate-free tautologies,
the maximum length of a clause is 232 . To make it possible to represent all clauses
including those of size 232 , the arena actually keeps the number of unwatched
literals (i.e., the length minus 2), unlike Figure 4.
While introducing the arena, I also optimized parts of the formalization. I
replaced loops on a clause starting at position C in the arena (i.e., iterations on
C + i for i in [0, length C]) by loops on the arena fragment (i.e., iteration on i for
i in [C, C + length C]). This makes it impossible to compare IsaSAT-30 with and
without the memory module without changes in the formalization. The impact
of the arena was small (improvement of 2%, and a few more problems could be
solved), but arenas make it possible to add metadata for heuristics.
Position Saving. I implemented a heuristic called position saving [16], which
requires an additional metadata. It considers a clause as a circular buffer: When
looking for a new literal, the search starts from the last searched position instead
of starting from the first non-watched literal of the clause. The position is saved
as a metadata of the clause. Similarly to CaDiCaL [4], the heuristic is only used
for long clauses (length larger than four). Otherwise, the position field is not
allocated in the arena (i.e., the size of the metadata depends on the clause size).
Incorporating the heuristic was easy thanks to non-determinism. For example,
to apply the Ignore rule, finding a true literal is sufficient, how it is found is not
specified. This makes it easy to verify a different search algorithm.
Although there exist some benchmarks showing that this technique improve
the performance of solvers [5], only CaDiCaL and Lingeling [4] implement it
and I did not know if it would improve IsaSAT: The generated code is hardly
readable and hard to change in order to test such techniques. However, it was
easy to add and it improves performance on most problems (see Section 9).

7

Implementing Restarts and Forgets

CDCL-based SAT solvers have a tendency to get stuck in a fruitless area of the
search space and to clutter their memory with too many learned clauses. Most
modern SAT solvers offer two countermeasures. Restarts try to avoid focusing
on a hard part of the search space. Forgets limit the number of clauses because
too many of them slow down the solver.
9

Completeness is not guaranteed anymore if restart and forget are applied
too often. To keep completeness, I delay them more and more. TWL does
not propagate clauses of length 1, because they do not fit in the two-watchedliteral scheme. These clauses are propagated during the initialization are cannot
be removed from the trail. However, such clauses will always be repropagated
by CDCL. Therefore, a TWL restart corresponds to a CDCL restart and some
propagations. If decisions are also kept, then IsaSAT can reuse parts of the
trail [36]. This technique avoids redoing some work after a restart. The trail could
even be entirely reused if the decision heuristics would do the same decisions.
When forgetting several clauses at once, called one reduction step, IsaSAT
uses the LBD [1] (least block distance) to sort the clauses by importance, and
then keeps only linearly many (linear in the number restarts). All other learned
clauses are deleted. I have not yet implemented garbage collection for the arena,
so deleted clauses currently remain in memory forever.
After clauses have been marked as deleted, the watch lists are not garbage
collected. Instead, before accessing a clause, IsaSAT tests if the clause has been
deleted or not. However, this is an implementation-specific detail I don’t want
to mirror in Algo. To address this, I changed Algo in a less intrusive way. Before
Algo was iterating over WS . After the change, a finite number of no-ops is added
to the while loop (Figure 5). When aligning the two programs, an iteration
over a deleted clause is mapped to a no-op. More precisely, there are two tests:
whether the blocking literal is true and whether the clause is marked as deleted.
If the blocking literal is true, the state does not change (whether the clause is
deleted or not). Otherwise, the clause has to be accessed. If the clause is deleted,
it is removed from the watch list.
IsaSAT uses the EMA-14 heuristic [6], which is based on two exponential
moving averages of scores, implemented using fixed-points numbers: a “slow”
average measuring the long-term tendency of the scores and a “fast” one for the
local tendency. If the fast average is worse than the slow one, the heuristic is
triggered. Then, depending on the number of clauses, either restart or reduce is
triggered. The heuristic follows the unpublished implementation of CaDiCaL [4],
with fixed-point calculations. This is easier to implement than Glucose’s queue
for scores. Due to programming errors, it took several iterations to get EMA-14
to_skip ← RES {n. True};
WHILE(λ(to_skip, i, S). hthere is a clause to update or to_skip > 0i))
(λ(to_skip, i, S). do {
skip_element ← RES {b | b → to_skip > 0}
if skip_element then RETURN(to_skip − 1, i, S)
(∗ do nothing ∗)
else do{
LC ← hsome literal and clause to updatei;
PCUIAlgo LC S }
})

Fig. 5. Skipping deleted clauses during iteration over the watch list
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right: The first version never restarted while the second did as soon as possible.
Although both versions were complete, the last version performed better.

8

Using Machine Integers

When I started to work on IsaSAT, it was natural to use unbounded integers
to index clauses in the arena (refined from Isabelle’s natural numbers). First,
they are the only way to write lists accesses in Isabelle (further refined to array
accesses). Second, they are also required for completeness to index the clauses and
there was also no code-generation setup for array accesses with machine words.
Finally, the Standard ML compiler I use, MLton [41], efficiently implements
numbers first as machine words and then as unbounded GMP integers. However,
profiling showed that subtractions and additions took among them around 10%
of the time.
I decided to switch to machine words. Instead of failing upon overflow or
restarting the search from scratch with unbounded integers, IsaSAT switches in
the middle of the search:
while ¬ done ∧ ¬ overflow do
hinvoke the 64-bit version of the solver’s bodyi;
if ¬ done then
hconvert the state from 64-bit to unbounded integersi;
while ¬ done do
hinvoke the unbounded version of the solver’s bodyi
The switch is done pessimistically. When the length of the arena is longer
than 264 − 216 − 5 (maximum size of a non-tautological clause without duplicate
literals is 216 and 5 is the maximal number of header fields), the solver switches
to unbounded integers, regardless of the size of the next clause. This bound is
large enough to make a switch unlikely in practice. In Isabelle, the two versions
of the solver’s body are just two instances of the same function where Sepref has
refined Isabelle’s natural numbers differently during the synthesis. To synthesize
machine words, Sepref must prove that numbers cannot overflow. For example, if
i is refined to the 64-bit machine word w, then the machine-word addition w + 1
refines i + 1 if the addition does not overflow, i.e., i + 1 < 264 . The code for
data structures like resizable arrays (used for watch lists) has not been changed
and, therefore, still uses unbounded integers. However, some code was changed
to limit manipulation on the length of resizable arrays.
IsaSAT uses 64-bit machine words instead of 32-bit machine words. They
are used in the trail but mostly in the watch lists. Using 32-bits words would be
more cache friendlier for the trail. However, this would not make any difference
for watch lists. Each element in a watch list contains a clause index, a 32-bit
literal, and a Boolean. Due to padding, there is not size difference for 32 and
64-bit words. Moreover, the SAT Competition contains problems that require
more memory than fits in 32 bits: After hitting the limit, IsaSAT would switch
to the slower unbounded version of the solver, whereas no switch is necessary for
64-bit indices.
11
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Evaluation

I evaluated IsaSAT-30 on preprocessed problems from the SAT Competitions 2009
to 2017 and from the SAT Race 2015 using a timeout of 1800 s. The hardware was
an Intel Xeon E5620, 2.40 GHz, 4 cores, 8 threads. Each instance was limited
to 10 GB of RAM. The problems were preprocessed by CryptoMiniSat [38].
The motivation behind this is that preprocessing can significantly simplify the
problem. Detailed results can be found on the companion web page4 .
State-of-the-art solvers solve more problems than IsaSAT with the default
options (Figure 6). Since the instances have already been preprocessed, the
difference comes from a combination of simplifications (pre- and inprocessing),
better heuristics, and a better implementation. To assess the difference, I have
also benchmarked the solvers without simplification (third column of Figure 6).
Heule’s MicroSAT [21] aims at being very short (240 lines of code including
comments). Compared with IsaSAT, it has neither position saving nor blocking
literals but is highly optimized and its heuristics work well together. The version
without the four presented optimizations differs from IsaSAT-17 by various minor
optimizations. IsaSAT performs better than the only other verified SAT solver
with efficient data structures I know of, versat.
I compared the impact of reduction, restart, position saving, and machine
words (Figure 7). Since Standard ML is garbage-collected, the peak memory
usage depends on the system’s available memory. The results show that restarts
and machine words have a significant impact on the number of solved problems.
The results are less clear for the other features. Position saving mostly has a
positive impact. The negative influence of reduction hints at a bad heuristic: I
later tuned the heuristic by keeping clauses involved in the conflict analysis and
the results improved from 749 to 801 problems. The fact that garbage collection
of the arena is not implemented could also have an impact, as memory is wasted.
4

https://people.mpi-inf.mpg.de/~mfleury/paper/results-NFM/results.html

SAT solver
CryptoMiniSat
Glucose
CaDiCaL
MiniSAT
MicroSAT
IsaSAT-30 fixed heuristic
IsaSAT-30 without the
four optimizations
IsaSAT-17
versat [35]

Default options No simplification
Solved Average Solved Average
time (s)
time (s)
1774
1703
1677
1388
1018
801
433

349
320
361
326
310
359
301

1637
1696
1602
1373
N/A
N/A
N/A

393
368

220
224

N/A
N/A

349
303
346
317

Fig. 6. Performance of some SAT solvers (N/A if no simplification is done by default)
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520
551
526
547
666
713
712
753
433
448
446
456
677
738
705
749

Average
time memory
(s)
(GB)
294
291
281
289
292
312
294
306
213
207
212
204
336
339
324
338

2.1
2.3
2.1
2.3
2.2
2.5
2.4
2.7
1.6
1.7
1.6
1.7
2.8
3.1
2.9
3.2

Fig. 7. Benchmarks of variants of IsaSAT-30 before fixing the forget heuristic
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Discussion and Related Work

Extracting Efficient Code. When refining the code, it is generally not clear
which invariants will be needed later. However, I noticed that improvements on
data structures also require stronger properties. Therefore, proving them early
can help further refinement but also makes the proofs more complicated. Another
issue is that the generated code is not readable, which makes it extremely hard
to change in order to test if a data structure or a heuristic improves speed.
Profiling is crucial to obtain good performance. First, it shows if there are
some obvious gains. However, profiling Standard ML code is not easy. MLton
has a profiler which only gives the total amount of time spent in the function
(not including the function calls in its body) and not the time per path in the
call graph. So performance bugs in functions that don’t dominate run time
are impossible to identify. One striking example was the insertion sort used
to sort the clauses during reduction. It was the comparison function that was
dominating the run time, not the sort itself, which I changed to quicksort.
Continuous testing also turned out to be important. It can catch performance
regression before any change in the search behavior is done, allowing me to
debug them. One extreme example was the special handling of binary clauses:
A Boolean was added to every element of the watch list, changing the type from
word64 * word32 to word64 * (word32 * bool). This change in the critical
spot of any SAT solver caused a performance loss of around 20% due to 3.5
times as many cache misses. Since the search behavior had not changed, I took
a single problem and tried to understand where the regression came from. First,
word64 * (word32 * bool) is less efficient than word64 * word32 * bool as
13

it requires a pointer for word32 * bool. This can be alleviated by using a single
constructor datatype (the code generator generates the later version and the
single constructor is optimized away). However, there is a second issue: The
tuple uses three 64-bit words, whereas only two would be used in the equivalent
C structure. I added code equations to merge the word32 * bool into a single
word64 (with 31 unused bits), solving the regression. Developers of non-verified
SAT solvers face similar issues5 but they are more tools for C and C++.
While working on the SAT solver, I added several code equations to the trusted
code base. The additional code equations are either trying to avoid conversions
to unbounded integers (IntInf) and back (as would happen by default when
accessing arrays) or related to printing statistics during the execution. Whether or
not the equations are safe is not always obvious. For example, the code equations
to access arrays without converting the numbers to unbounded integers and back6
are safe as long as the array bounds are checked.
However, IsaSAT is compiled with an option that deactivates array-access
bound checks. When accessing elements outside of an array, the behavior is
undefined. As long as I am using Sepref and the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold,
validity of the memory accesses is proved. Without the custom code equations
and with bound checks, only 536 problems are solved, instead of 749.
Equivalent C code would be more efficient. First, as already mentioned,
there are differences in the memory guarantees. Standard ML does not provide
information on the alignment. A second issue are spurious reallocations. A simple example is the function fun (propa, s) => (propa + 1, s). This simple
function (counting the number of propagations) is responsible for 1.7% of all
allocations although I would expect no extra allocation. A third issue is that
the generated code is written in a functional style with many unit arguments
fun () => ... to ensure that side effects are done in the right order. Not every
compiler supports optimizing these additional constructs away.
All the optimizations have an impact on the length of the formalization. The
whole formalization is around 31 000 lines of proof for refinement from TWL to
the last layer Heur, 35 000 lines (Heur and code generation), and 9000 lines for
libraries. The entiree generated Standard ML code is 8100 lines long.
Related Work. This work is related to other verification attempts of fast code,
like Lammich’s GRAT toolchain [26, 30]. One of the differences is that he uses a
C++ program to preprocess the certificates in order to be able to check them
more efficiently later. However, like a SAT solver, a checker uses many arrays
and therefore would likely benefit from machine words.
Unlike the top-down approach used here, the verification of the seL4 microkernel [25] relies on abstracting the program to verify. An abstract specification
in Isabelle is refined to an Haskell program. Then, a C program is abstracted
and connected to the Haskell program. Unbounded integers are not supported
in C and therefore achieving completeness of a SAT solver would not be possible.
5
6

e.g., https://www.msoos.org/2016/03/memory-layout-of-clauses-in-minisat/
although the Standard ML specification encourages compilers to optimize such code
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Other techniques to abstract programs exist, like Chargueraud’s characteristic
formulas [11]. Another option is Why3 [14] or a similar verification condition generator like Dafny [31]. Some meta-arguments in Why3 (for example, incrementing
a 64-bit machine integer initialized with 0 will not overflow in a reasonable amount
of time; therefore, machine integers are safe [13]) would simplify the generation
of efficient code. In any case, refinement helps to verify a large program.
Isabelle’s code generator does not formally connect the generated code to the
original function. On the one hand, Hupel’s verified compiler [23] from Isabelle
to the semantics of the verified Standard ML compiler CakeML could bridge the
gap. However, code export from Imperative HOL is not yet supported. On the
other hand, HOL4 in conjunction with CakeML makes it possible to bridge this
gap and also to reason about input and output like parsing the input file and
printing the answer [22]. There is, however, no way to eliminate the array-access
checks. Moreover, CakeML uses boxed machine words unlike MLton, which
probably leads to a significant slowdown.
Marić has developed another verified SAT solver [33] in Isabelle without
refinement, making his formalization impossible to extend. Moreover, a different
version of watched literals, no efficient data structures (only lists), nor heuristics
are used. Oe et al. use a different verification approach without refinement for
versat. The Guru proof assistant [39] is used to generate C code. Termination
or correctness of the generated model is not proven. Similarly to IsaSAT, versat
uses machine words—it relies on int to be 32 bits, which is not guaranteed in C—
but cannot solve larger instances. The SAT competition includes such problems
which usually can be solved easily if the decision heuristic initially makes literals
false. There is no bound checking for arrays. versat features a different flavor
of watched literals but neither blocking literals nor restart or forget.
Among SAT solvers, there are two main lines of research: Solvers derived from
MiniSAT, like Glucose [2] and MapleSAT [32], focus on improving CDCL (and
especially the heuristics) whereas solvers like CaDiCaL [4], CryptoMiniSat [38]
and Lingeling [4] also feature inprocessing.
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Conclusion

I have extended a verified SAT solver, IsaSAT, with four additional optimizations to improve performance and I have verified those extensions. Even if the
refinement approach is helpful, adding these optimizations is a significant effort.
Lammich is currently working on generating LLVM code which could give more
control on the generated code (e.g., the tuples representation is more efficient).
I now plan to extend my calculus to be able to represent CDCL(T ), the
calculus behind SMT solvers. The theory of linear arithmetic has already been
implemented by Thiemann [40].
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work would not have been possible without Christoph Weidenbach and Peter Lammich.
Marijn Heule, Benjamin Kiesl, Peter Lammich, Hans-Jörg Schurr, Petar Vukmirović,
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